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Abstract

This paper presents a method for coding billiards. The main device

is to use a proper surface of section, the "bounce mapping", and foliate

the reduced phase space into regions associated with a given code. The

alphabet is merely the ensemble of the labels of the sides of the billiard.

The procedure is applied here to non-compact polygonal billiard defined

on a manifold of constant negative curvature, with all vertices at infinity.

A simple grammar rule is necessary and sufficient to insure existence and

uniqueness of the coding.



1 Introduction

During the last three decades, a tremendous progress has been achieved

in the understanding of chaotic behaviour of dynamical systems. Concern-

ing conservative Hamiltonian systems, one presently knows that integrable

systems, to which exclusive attention is paid in textbooks on Classical Me-

chanics, are exceptional. At the opposite extreme, the study of systems

exhibiting the "hardest" chaos, one of the main subjects of modern er-

godic theory, has considerably progressed since the pioneering works of

Kolmogorov, Sinai and Bunimovich. In between, the intricate jungle of

"softly" chaotic systems, in which regular and irregular motion coexist, still

suffer from a lack of knowledge. The most frequent approaches to study the

latter systems proceed by perturbing integrable systems, following the spirit

of KAM theory. Another method may be thought of, beginning with well

understood hardly chaotic systems and introducing regular components in

the phase space. Though our knowledge of systems exhibiting hard chaos

(K-systems, Bernoulli, hyperbolic systems... ) is now substantial, a "por-

trait" of the ensemble of their trajectories is still missing. Mathematicians

have been able to prove the K- or B- property of some systems by per-

forming symbolic dynamics with Markov partitions. However, this is not

the end of the story because their alphabet is usually infinite, whereas one

ultimate goal for a satisfactory insight in the dynamics is to describe in

a suggestive way the individual history of ea.ch trajectory. Coding the or-

bits with simple alphabet and grammar rules would provide a significant



increase of information on the dynamical features of the Hamiltonian flow.

The first idea of coding a physical system is due to M.Gutzwiller, when

studying the Anisotropic Kepler Problem, a conservative Hamiltonian sys-

tem which is conjectured to be ergodic [I]. He found a very nice binary

code for each trajectory. Existence of the coding has been proved, whereas

attempts to show uniqueness failed. As will be emphasized in this paper,

uniqueness of a coding of a chaotic smooth dynamical system emerges from

two properties of the flow, its hyperbolic character and the simple struc-

ture of the stable and unstable manifolds. Choosing a system known to be

strongly chaotic therefore provides valuable asserts to ensure uniqueness.

In a recent attractive paper [2] I.Percival and F.Vivaldi have found a coding

scheme for a class of maps which are Anosov systems. It would be desirable

to make a similar progress for Hamiltonian systems.

To our knowledge, the only Hamiltonian systems proved so far to be

K-systems are certain classes of Euclidean billiards (geodesic motion inside

a bounded domain of the plane with specular reflections on the boundary),

and the free motion on a negative curvature manifold (the oldest Hamil-

tonian system discovered as being chaotic by Hadamard in 1898 ). From

the experience we have acquired, we are inclined to think that in coding

Euclidean billiards, one encounters fundamental difficulties, and that the

number of grammar rules necessary to ensure existence is infinite. We

therefore turn attention towards billiards in curved spaces.

Coding geodesies in a negative curvature space is an old problem, ini-

tiated by Koebe (1917) and Morse (1921), and is still at present a subject



of active mathematical research ( for a review, we recommend Réf.[3], and

Réf.[4] for a more detailed analysis of the status of the field). AH the

approaches make ingenious use of group theory. Curiously, it seems that

mathematicians have not paid any attention to billiards in curved spaces,

restricting their studies to geodesic motion on the pseudosphere with vari-

ous kinds of tesselations of the space. The chaotic properties of polygonal

billiards in such spaces come merely from the metric, which is responsible

for exponential divergence of nearby trajectories, whereas in the Euclidean

case, the shape of the billiard is a crucial ingredient to determine the nature

- regular, softly or hardly chaotic - of the motion.

In this paper we show that there exists a very natural coding which nec-

essarily leads to a simple grammar rule for a class of non-compact billiards

on a constant negative curvature manifold, namely polygonal billiards with

all vertices lying at infinity. It is remarkable that this can be achieved by

a method which is completely free of group theory, and is accessible to

pedestrians. What plays a crucial role is a proper choice of a Poincaré sur-

face of section, the so-called "bounce mapping", the main device being to

foliate the reduced phase space into regions associated with a given code.

We mainly stress that the procedure can be extended to the coding of a

class of compact billiards, leading to a result which seems to be unknown

from group theory; this is the matter of a forthcoming paper [5].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a model of

non-Euclidean geometry, the Poincaré disk, and define the class of billiards

under study; we also describe the essential tools required to study the



surface of section. In Section 3 we propose a coding - alphabet and grammar

rule - , and proof its existence for "words" of finite length, in the simplest

case of a triangular billiard. In Sections 4-1 and 4-2 the considerations of

Sections 2 and 3 are generalized to the whole class of billiards discussed.

Section 4-3 extends the existence of the coding (at least one trajectory

associated with any given word) to doubly infinite words, and presents the

proof of uniqueness ( at most one trajectory associated with any bi-infinite

word ). In Section 4-4 we show how it is possible to construct a one to one

mapping between codes and numbers written in a (N — l)-basis, N being

the number of sides of the polygonal billiards. Concluding remarks will be

found in Section 5.



2 Non-euclidean geometry in the Poincaré

disk

This section is devoted to a brief review of elementary notions in hyperbolic

geometry needed for our purpose. We refer the reader interested in a better

insight in this subject to the nice introductory article by C. Series [6] and

to the detailed review article by N. Balazs and A. Voros [7].

2.1 The Poincaré disk

There are several possible representations of a hyperbolic universe of di-

mension two, with constant Gaussian negative curvature K (without loss

of generality, we assume here K = — 1). In the following, we shall consider

one of them, the Poincaré disk D, defined by {z € C : \z\ < 1}, where

z denotes the ordinary Euclidean complex coordinate. The Poincaré disk

is equipped with the hyperbolic metric es = /ffi^L. This metric being

conformai, the hyperbolic angles coincide with Euclidean angles. However,

distances are distorted, and the geodesies, or "straight lines" in D are arcs

of circles orthogonal to the boundary \z\ = 1 of D, including as limiting

cases all diameters (Fig.l). All points of the boundary of D are at infinite

distance from the center of D, as can be seen from the following expression

of the geodesic distance d(z, z') between two points z and z1:

2\z-z'\2

coshd(z,z') = 1 +
\yl\1\ '\Z \ )



As in Euclidean geometry, two intersecting geodesies have only one common

point, and the angle between them at their intersection is merely the angle

between the Euclidean tangents to the geodesies at this point (Fig.2).

Groups of isometrics .(metric preserving maps) play a crucial role in the

study of geometrical properties of the hyperbolic universe, and in dynamical

features of motion along a geodesic. Omitting reflections, one can show

that all isometrics of the Poincaré disk can be realized as linear fractional

transformations of the form

*' = , with M' - |/9|' = 1. (2.1)

All transformations of the type (2.1) transform a geodesic into a geodesic,

and preserve the specular reflection law on the boundary of the billiard.

Among them, we shall make explicit use of the rotations and boosts.

A rotation around the origin by an angle x ls trivially defined by a =

exp(t'x/2) and /3 = O in Eq.(2.l). Boosts act in a given direction, hence all

boosts can be obtained by a rotation around the origin from boosts in the

horizontal direction, defined by

_ (cosh 7-/2)z + sinhr/2
^ j~(sinhr/2)z + coshr/2 ' ( >

where T is a parameter characterizing the boost, called its rapidity . One

can readily verify that if z = et9 and Br(z) = e"?, then

tan ̂  = e~T tan - . (2.3)

Introducing cartesian coordinates (x,y) (z = x + iy), one can notice two

important properties of transformations of the type (2.2):
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i) they have two fixed points z = ±1, which is a trivial consequence of

Eq.(2.2).

ii) they transform geodesies orthogonal to the horizontal axis y = O into

geodesies having the same property. This result is also trivial, since

first, it is clear from Eq.(2.2) that the geodesic x € [-1,+I] is trans-

formed into itself by BT, and secondly, BT preserves angles. The

property ii) of these isometrics will be used below to find in a simple

way the law of reflection of a geodesic on any side of a billiard whose

frontiers are geodesies in D.

An oriented geodesic in D is completely specified by the initial and final

angles £>» and ipf on the boundary of the disk (<f>i and (p/ Eire ordinary polar

coordinates). Alternatively, one can use instead of (ipit <pj) the variables

(^>i,M) or (<pf,M), where |M| is the inverse of the radius of the circle

defining the geodesic (see Fig. 3), and the sign of M is positive if the motion

along the circle is clockwise, and negative in the opposite case. If we fix

the mass /x of the particle and its energy E such that

the variable M can be interpreted as the third component of the angular

momentum, which is a constant of the geodesic motion since the free Hamil-

tonian has radial symmetry in the disk. Moreover, the variables (v?«, M) or

(<pf, M) are canonically conjugate (for more details, see [7J). From Fig.3



and from the definition of the sign of M we get the relation

M = cot ~(<pf - <pi) . (2.4)
£à

Billiards in polygons

A polygons in D is, as in Euclidean geometry, a closed, connected area

whose boundary consists in parts of geodesies, called its sides. All polygons

in D have a finite area A, given by the Gauss-Bonnet formula, which is valid

for any polygon in a manifold of constant curvature K:

t=i

where N is the number of vertices (or of sides) of the polygons, and ÎÎ, are

the interior angles between the two sides at the vertex ra°i. As a consequence

of Eq. (2.5), one can notice that the sum of the interior angles of a triangle

is strictly less than TT for negative K.

Polygons with no vertex on the boundary of D are compact, whereas

polygons with vertices at infinity are non-compact. In order to present the

coding procedure in the simplest case, we restrict ourselves in this paper

to the case of non-compact polygons having all their vertices at infinity.

A billiard in a polygon is a dynamical system with two degrees of free-

dom defined by the free motion of a particle inside the polygon, and reflec-

tions on the sides of the polygon according to the law of geometrical optics

(specular reflections, or elastic collisions).

10



Let us now look at the time evolution of the variables (ip,M) l. The

pair (<p,M) remains constant between two bounces, and is changed into a

new pair (tp',M') at each bounce:

(<p, M) H-» (p1, M') = T(<p, M) ,

where T is the application called the "bounce mapping". Our first task

is to give an explicit expression for T. In order to do this, we shall use a

special boost, which makes simple the law of reflection on the boundary.

We first rotate the side of the polygon bounced by the particle in such

a way that it becomes symmetric with respect io the x-axis. Next, we shall

use the vertical diameter as the bounced side to find the law of reflection,

and finally transform this law of reflection by the boost BTu mapping the

vertical diameter into the actual bounced side. The boost BT<> is easily

obtained from Eq.(2.3), with B = n/2 and <p = u (see Fig.4). One gets:

e r "=co t^ . (2.6)

Now, let us consider a geodesic defined by its initial and final angles 0, and

Of, bouncing on the vertical diameter. The angles Oi and Of are transformed

into 0{ and 6'f according to the simple law (see Fig.5)

O + O1 = ±TT , (2.7)

where (0,0') stands for (0,-,0|) or (Of^f)- Eq.(2.7) leads to
o at

tan - tan - = 1 . (2.8)
La £l

1We use the notation <f> for <pi or f>j each time the results apply both to <p, .and <f>f.
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Putting together Eqs.(2.8) and (2.3), we are left with the relation

(fj (T)

tan — = e~2T° cot - , (2.9)
2 2 v '

which has the nice property that <p' is defined only in terms of <p, and does

not depend on M. This peculiar feature of the bounce mapping T will

undergo simple properties of the coding procedure.

Now, it remains to find the image M' of M under the action of T. M'

is given in terms of tp'j and tp'{ by the same relation (2.4) as M in terms of

ipf and (pi. Eq(2.9), applied both to (p\ and <p'f together with Eq.(2.4) for

M' lead to an expression of M' as a function of ipf and ipf. The variable

ipf in this expression can be written in terms of M and <pi using Eq.(2.4).

This leads to the following law of transformation of M:

M1 = -Me2r"sin2 C[I + e~4T"cot2 —] - sinh2r0sin^ . (2.10)
Lt £a

Eqs.(2.9) and (2.10) provide analytical expressions for the action of the

bounce mapping when the bounced side is symmetric with respect to the

x-axis and is transformed of the vertical diameter by a horizontal boost of

rapidity T0. The general law T(tp,M) = (<p', M') for any bounced side can

be readily derived from Eqs.(2.9) and (2.10) by using the proper rotation,

together with the proper horizontal boost.

In the following, we shall work on surfaces of section of the dynamical

system. Since the variables (tpt,M) are canonically conjugate, they are

good candidates as coordinates of a surface of section, provided ihat the

application T is area-preserving for the measure dipt dM. The expression

12



of ip'i in terms of <p, does not depend on M, hence the Jacobian of the

transformation T is simply

d<p( dM1

dtpi dM

A straightforward calculation leads to .7 = 1, which ensures the desired

property.

An alternative choice for the variables of a surface of section is to con-

sider ihe(ipi,tpf)-p\ane. The mapping T in these variables has the disad-

vantage of not being area-preserving (unless one makes use of the metric

dp = 2ai 2 . i-1—^—^d(pid<pf, which somewhat limits the intuitive compre-

hension of the mapping). However, it happens that for the case of billiards

considered in this paper, the (v?,-, £>/)-representation has the nice property

of making very simple the arguments leading to the demonstration of the

coding, as far as one is not concerned with respective proportions occupied

in the map by regions associated with different codes. In the case of com-

pact billiards, studied in [5] the (<pi,<Pf)- ^presentation does not generate

a real simplification, and we shall work in the (<pi, M^representation. For

these reasons, we shall present here the main results both in the (<pi,<p/)-

plane and in the (<pi, M)-plane.
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3 A simple example = the regular triangle

To present the coding procedure in a concrete manner, we consider in this

section a particular billiard, the regular triangle, whose property is to be

invariant under rotations of 27T/3. Sect.3.1 is devoted to some definitions,

which can be readily extended to the general case of any polygon with all

vertices at infinity. In Sect.3.2, we shall settle the main notions required

to understand the existence of the coding. We shall attempt to make our

presentation as simple and graphic as possible, as an introduction to the

more technical considerations of Sect.4.

The regular triangle is drawn on Fig.6, where 1, 2, 3 are the labels of

its sides. Before proceeding, it is worth noticing that the choice of this

triangle does not induce any restriction for our purpose; in other words, all

triangles having all their vertices at infinity are equivalent. Indeed, consider

a completely dissymmetric triangle ABC, where B and C are symmetric

with respect to the i-axis (Fig.7-a). One can transform this triangle into

A'B1C' (Fig.7-b) by a first boost in the horizontal direction, defined by the

prescription that B1C' is a diameter. A second boost in the direction B1C',

leaving B' and C' invariant, can be chosen to map A1 into A" on th x-axis

(Fig.7-c). Finally, one recovers the regular triangle A"B"C" from A" B'C'

by the proper boost in the horizontal direction (Fig.7-d).
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3.1 General remarks and definitions

Accessible domain in the surface of section

As shown in Sect.2, one can choose the variables fa,M) together with

the bounce mapping T to define a Poincaré surface of section. The abscissa

<PÎ can take all values in the interval [0,2ir], where 2îr should be identified

with zero. To find the domain of values of M, let us consider limiting

trajectories with £>, € [0,2îr/3]. Such orbits are defined by <py' = Q (cor-

responding to M < O), and <pj' = 27T/3 (corresponding to M > O) (see

Fig.8). From Eq.(2.4), it results that the equations of the limiting curves

M(<pi) for <pi e [0,27r/3] are:

M = cot( -) for M > O

and

M = cot(-—^) for M < 0 .

By rotation, one would get the limiting curves for the two other domains

(pi € [27r/3,47T/3] and £>,• € [4?r/3,0]. To summarize, let us call Ck the

curves defined by the equations

The curves Ck define the boundaries of the surface of section as shown in

Fig.9-a. From Eq.(3.l), it results that the accessible domain in the surface

of section is not of finite measure. However, one has not to be worried by
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this feature, since the energy surface (i.e. the accessible domain in phase

space for fixed energy) is of finite measure.

The (vpt, £>/)-representation is also divided in three "bands" in £>,-: <pi € /i

= [0,27r/3], (pi € /2 = [27r/3,47r/3], <pi € /3 = [47r/3,27r]. By symmetry,

the domain of v^/'s is also divided in rectangles defined by the intervals I1,

/2, /3. However, the square S = U^1Ii x uf=1/, contains non-accessible

domains, since a geodesic being a trajectory in the billiard must intersect

one side, which implies that <pt and <pf cannot belong to the same interval

/,- (i=l,2,3). Therefore, the accessible domain is the square 5 minus the

three squares /,• x /,• (i=l,2,3), as shown on Fig.9-b.

Exit and entry domains

The exit domain of side k (k = 1,2,3) in the surface of section is the

set of points corresponding to trajectories leaving the side k. Since the

vertices of the triangle lie on the boundary of the Poincaré disk, it is clear

that these trajectories are characterized by £>, £ [(A; - l)27r/3,fc27r/3]. The

three exit domains are therefore the three regions shown on Figs.9-a and

9-b.

The entry domain of side k is the set of points associated with trajec-

tories which will bounce on side k at the next collision with the boundary

of the billiard. Since two geodesies intersect at most in one point, it results

that a trajectory leaving side k cannot bounce on the same side k. There-

fore, orbits leaving side k separate into two classes, entering respectively

the other sides of the triangle. In other words, each exit domain is divided

16



into two parts of entry domains. Let us consider 1 as exit domain2. For a

given <pi G [0,2?r/3], the limiting trajectory separating orbits going to side

2 and side 3 is shown on Fig. 10. Since it is characterized by <pf — y its

representative point in the (<pi, M) surface of section satisfies (see Eq.(2.4)):

1 4?r
M = cot -(— -<pi) .

One recognizes the equation of the curve C^, which is not a surprise since

the curves C\, are denned by ipf = k2ir/3. We can now complete Fig.9-a by

dividing each exit domain into two parts, according to the number of the

next bounced side. On Fig.ll, trajectories exiting from side i and entering

side j are denoted by "i —> jn. From the results summarized on Fig.ll,

we can deduce Fig.l2-a, which shows the exit and entry domains of side 1.

The shape of the exit and entry domains of side 1 in the (<£>,•, £>/)-plane are

shown Fig.l2-b.

As noticed in Sect.2-1, finding the image of any point requires the knowl-

edge of the next bounced side, i.e. of the entry domain containing this

point; we do have this information from Fig.ll, and it remains to transpose

Eqs.(2.9) and (2.10) to the three sides of the billiard. From the symmetry

of the triangle, the rapidities of the horizontal boosts are the same for the

three sides. A simple calculation leads to

eT" = \/3 .

2Since an exit domain is univoquely associated with a given side of the billiard, we use

the notation k both for the label of the side and the definition of the exit domain.
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Making the proper rotation, one gets from Eq.(2.9) and (2.10), according

to the side under consideration:

2 6 3 2 6

for trajectories i —» 1 (t = 2,3),

7 (3-2 -*>)

M' = -SMcos2 ^i[I + itan2 ̂ ] + -sin ̂  (3.3 - b)

for trajectories i — » 2 (i = 1,3), and

J) (3-2 - c)

M' = -3Msin2(C + J)[I + icot2(| + J)] - I8Ui(^ f J) (3.3 - c)

for trajectories i —> 3 (i = 1,2).

Of course, Eqs.(3.2) are as well valid as relations between <p/ and £>'/•

Coding : alphabet and grammar rule

As already stated, or goal is to find a simple and suitable coding of

the trajectories. In cases like the triangular billiard describe above, a very

natural way to obtain such a coding is to use the set of labels X = {1,2,3}
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of the sides of the billiard as an alphabet, and to associate to each trajectory

the doubly infinite word

..fc+o0 (3.4)

which enumerates the sides that are successively encountered by this tra-

jectory. The coding will then be considered as "suitable and simple" when,

except for a finite number of rules which we refer to as "grammar rules",

there is a one to one mapping between the coding and the trajectories.

Since it is clear that by these means each trajectory is related to some

code, the problem to solve will be to investigate whether there is:

i) at least one trajectory corresponding to a given code (existence of the

coding)

H) no more that one trajectory corresponding to a given code (uniqueness

of the coding) .

As an example of grammar rule, one can see that since two geodesies inter-

sect at most in one point, a trajectory can never bounce successively on the

same side of the billiard. Thus any word in which the same letter appears

successively twice is forbidden. We intend to show that in the simple case

we are interested in, this is the only grammar rule which insures exis-

tence and uniqueness of the coding. Notice that it results from this rule

that the alphabet X is not really ternary, but rather binary, since at each

bounce only two possibilities are open for the next bounced side (hence for
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the next letter of the word), which will be denoted below as the "left" and

"right" issues.

Codes to the future and to the past, mixed codes

When we are concerned with the time dependence of the particle's mo-

tion rather than to its global trajectory, we shall moreover specify, by sur-

rounding some letter with a square, the side on which the particle just

bounces at the time defined as the present. Thus, in the same way that

a trajectory is related to a doubly infinite word, a point of the Poincaré

section will be coded with a doubly infinite word for which the present is

given:

c-l «i • • • k+oo (3-5)

The bounce mapping T is then, in the code space, associated with an

operator a which is merely a left shift:

a(k-.00 ... k-i k0 fcifcz ... /T+OO) = &-<» • • • k-ik0 k\ k2 • • • k+00 (3.6)

We shall also introduce finite (or infinite in only one direction) codes.

Among them, we shall call a code to the future of length m(Q < m < oo)

a word of the form:

D*ifc2 . . . fen (be X), (3.7)

a code to the past of length n (O < n < oo) a word of the form:

* _ ( „ _ ! ) . . . f c - i f c b ( fee X ) , (3.8)
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and a mixed code a word of the form:

;_(„_!) . . . fc_i k0 ki...km (ki€X). (3.9)

In Eqs.(3.8) and (3.9), notice that since ko is the label of the side bounced

at the present, the region of the surface of section associated with such

codes is included in the exit domain ko.

We draw attention to the fact that a word of the form (3.4), for which

the position of the present is not specified, has no representation on the

surface of section, since it defines the whole history of a trajectory. On the

contrary, let w be a finite or infinite word of the form (3.5), (3.7), (3.8),

or (3.9), where the position of the present is explicitly exhibited; then it is

clear that there exists a region of the map, either in the variables (<pi, 1Pf) OT

in the variables (<pi, M) associated with such a word, which will be denoted

in the following as K.(w) (such a region would be empty if no trajectory

corresponds to the word). From Eq. (3.6), it follows that the application

T of the surface of section reduces to a shift:

.*»)•

(3.10)

3.2 Coding procedure

In order to show that the coding defined in Sect. 3.1 is correct, we proceed

here in three steps:
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i) we first show that any finite code to the past is allowed, with no other

restriction than the grammar rule stated above.

ii) next, we extend this result to any finite mixed code

iii) finally, we go to the limit of doubly infinite codes.

The method used to accomplish steps i) and ii) can be outlined as fol-

lows. We consider the ensemble of trajectories associated with the same

code of length n, and demonstrate that this ensemble splits under the ac-

tion of T into two non-empty sets of orbits associated with a code of length

(n + 1), which shows that the left and right issues are always allowed what-

ever the finite past or future of the trajectory may be. To do this, we work

on the Poincaré surface of section, and look at the successive images under

T of a region defined by a given finite code. The main trick used in this

approach results from the observation that the application T is piecewise

continuous, hence the part of the image of a connected region lying in one

given exit domain is also connected. Since codes of length one are asso-

ciated with connected regions of the map (the three exit domains), this

remains true for any finite code. So we are left with the problem of finding

images of connected domains Dn, which is readily accomplished by looking

at the images of the boundary of Vn-

Finite codes

Let us begin with codes of length one. The three corresponding regions

of the map are the three exit domains k, associated with the codes [fe] , k =
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1,2,3. One can see on Fig.ll that each domain k is divided into two regions

k —> A;', which ensures that all codes of length two are associated with non-

empty sets of trajectories. We intend to show, by successive applications

of T, that all codes to the past of finite length satisfying the grammar rule

are allowed. From the symmetry of the billiard, we can restrict the study

to trajectories bouncing at the present on side 1. The regions 1 —» 2 and

1 —» 3 of the map have codes [T] 2 and [Tj 3 respectively. Their images

T(I -»• 2) and T(I -> 3) have therefore codes to the past 1 [2] and 1 [J]

respectively. In order for the right and 'eft possibilities to be allowed at

the next, bounce, it is necessary and sufficient that the region T(I —> 2)

intersects the curve CQ, and that the region T(I —» 3) intersects the curve

C1.

We now construct explicitly the regions T(I —>• 2) = £(1 [2]) and

T(I -f 3)= R(I [|]). The domains (1 -> 2) and (1 -> 3) are bounded

by finite or semi-infinite vertical lines on one hand, and on the other hand

by parts of curves of the type Ck. Finding the images under T of these

boundary lines will provide the images of the connected regions limited by

these boundaries. Look first at the images of the vertical lines. They have

the property <p, = cte, hence by virtue of Eqs.(3.2) their images satisfy <p\

•= cte. We thus come to the simple conclusion that the image under T of a

vertical line is a vertical line. Now, we need to know points of Ck transform

under T. Let us admit the following result, which will be proved in the

next section: the image of any point P of Ck is a point P' belonging to Ck-

Therefore, the image under T of a part of a curve Ck is merely a part of the
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same curve Ck- Let us finally point out that all parts of a given curve Ck

are not completely equivalent under the application of T. Indeed, consider

for instance Co. By looking at Fig.11, one sees that the parts of Co lying

in the exit regions 1 and 3 map in parts of C0 lying in the exit regions 3

and 1 respectively, whereas the part of Co lying in the exit region 2, which

defines a frontier between two codes, can be considered as belonging either

to the part (2 —>• 1) or to the part (2 —» 3) of the exit domain of side 2 ; as

a consequence, it has two images under T, one in 1 and one in 3.

Let us now take the domain (1 —> 2) as an example to illustrate our

purpose. By definition, this domain maps into the exit domain 2 of the

surface of section. The images of the boundary lines C\ and C2 are parts

of Ci and C2 in 2, and the images of the vertical lines in 1 are vertical lines

in 2. By continuity, it is clear that the points A, B, C and D00 of Fig.13,

each of them being an intersection of two boundary curves in 1, map into

intersections of the images of these boundary curves in 2. Thus the images

of the vertical segments AB and CD00 are vertical segments in 2, with end

points on C1 and C2. These conclusions are summarized on Fig.l4-a, where

the images A', B', C', D1^ in 2 of A, B, C, D00 are exhibited. Also shown on

the same figure are the images J5", C", F', £"«, in 3 of J5, C, F, E00 defined

on Fig.13.

A straightforward transposition of the preceding considerations leads

to Fig.l4-b, representing the same information as Fig.l4-a in the (<p,-,(

representation.
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One sees that the two regions T(I —> 2} and T(I -> 3), of codes 1 |2| and

1 |3|, do intersect the curves CQ and Ci respectively. This is the necessary

and sufficient condition required above in order that the left and right

possibilities are both open at the next bounce. More explicitly, T(I -» 2)

and T(I —» 3) are each split into two domains bounded by Co and C1

respectively, and the corresponding codes of these four regions are 1 |2| 1,

1 [2] 3, 1 [Tj 1, and 1 [J] 2 (see Fig.15).

The previous demonstration shows that no further restriction than the

grammar rule occurs for codes of length three. The general arguments

leading to this result do not depend on the length of the code, and the

reader can easily be convinced that, by recurrence, one would obtain the

generalization of this result to all finite codes to the past of length n, Vn.

This means that at each bounce, the set of trajectories characterized by the

same code to the past of length n is split into two sets, each one associated

with orbits having the same code of length (n+1) To illustrate the previous

considerations concerning codes to the past, we have drawn on Figs.l6-a

and 16-b the 12 domains characterized by a given code to the past of length

three, and the 24 domains associated with a given code of length four. One

can notice from these figures that the succession of codes on the surface

of section is governed by a very simple algorithm, which may be readily

stated for all codes to the past of given length (see Sect.4-4).

Up to now, we have considered only codes of the type &_(„_! ) . . . fcr>

and shown that, whatever n may be, such codes are associated with a non-



zero measure area in the surface of section. In order to extend this result

to all finite mixeri codes, we first need to construct the regions of the map

associated with such codes.

Codes to the future and their associated domains in the surface of sec-

tion can be deduce from codes to the past by use of the time-reversal

operator. Indeed, consider the region £(&_(„_!) ...k-i k0 ) of the surface

of section associated with the word /;-(„-!) • • • k-i k0 |. The time-reversed

of this region encompasses all trajectories which will encounter at the next

time the side ko, and successively k_ j ... and k_(n-i). Therefore, its code

is D k0k-i.. .&_(„_!), where the letter of the present before k0 is any of

the two letters ha and kp different from fc0. If we denote by TR the time-

reversal operator acting on the Poincare map, the previous remarks can be

summarized as:

with

(3.11 - a)

. (3.11 - 6)

To illustrate these statements, let us consider the exit domain 1 of Figs.12,

whose code to the past is [T] . From Eq.(3.11-a), its time-reversed is char-

acterized by the code D1 , thus it is defined as the union Ro of the two

regions £([_2]l) U £([3jl). As mentioned above, £([j]l) is the region de-

noted by t —» 1 on Fig.11, and one can see on Figs.12 that R.Q is the entry

domain of side 1. Therefore, the time-reversed of an exit domain is simply

the associated entry domain, as expected.
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Let us now examine mixed codes of the form (3.9). For such words, the

corresponding region in the Poincaré map has both a given code to the past

and a given code to the future. This region can thus be obtained as

_(„_!). . . fc-i| kp | fci . . . km)

...*»)

n TRK.(km...

(3.12 - a)

(3.12 - 6)

Notice that the time-reversed of a region having a given finite code to

the past, with ko as the letter of the present, has an empty intersection

with the exit domain ko- Indeed, this intersection is defined as

k0... (3.13)

where the left-hand side results from Eq.(3.11-a), and the equality is just

obtained by applying Eq.(3.12-a). In Eq.(3.13), one sees that the letter ko

is i-peated at two successive bounces, which is forbidden by the grammar

rule. Consequently, the region defined by Eq.(3.13) is empty.

Let us apply these results to foliate the surface of section into regions

associated with codes of a given length. First notice that the existence of

all codes of the type &_(„_!). . . /C0 ensures, by applying the time-reversal

operator, that all codes of the type D k\. ..km are also allowed. Before

considering mixed codes, we need to construct the regions of the map

TR K. (/c_ („_!)... k0 ) associated with the code D k0 . . .&_(„_!) . To make

the procedure concrete, we take as an example the region R. (3 \l\) (see
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Figs.l7-a and 17-b), which is the union of the domains K. (13 [T]) and K. (23

[T]) of Fig.l6-a. Its time-reversed has as boundaries the time-reversed of its

boundaries. Let us look first at the vertical lines <pi = O and y?» = n/3. The

time-reversal operator TR exchanges <p, and tpf. Consequently, the images

under TR of lines <pi = cte = c are curves characterized by <p/ = cte = c.

In the (<pi,M) variables such curves are of the form:

M = C O t ^ ( C - ( P i ) . (3-14)

as already seen in Sect.3.1. Therefore, the images of portions of lines <pi — O

and ipi = I are portions of curves C and C of equations

C : M = cot-(-tpt) and C : M = cot -(- -£> , ) . (3.15)
2 2 3

Let us now study how the two other limiting curves of the domain

JS(S[T]) transform under TR. These curves are defined by <pj = cte, so their

images under TR are curves (pi= cte, i.e. vertical lines. For the region

£(3[T]), this gives the curves

M : <p,: = ̂  and Y : <pf = 2n (3.16)
O

as images of the curves Ci and CQ respectively. Since the time-reversal

operator is continuous and since the region R. (3 [Tj) is connected, the region

TR £(3 [T]) = £(D 13) is also connected; therefore, the boundary of this

region is completely defined by the four curves C, C, "V, "V' of equations

(3.15) and (3.16). The domain £(D 13) is shown on Figs.l7-a and 17-b.

As expected from the remark ending Sect.3.1, it has no intersection with

the exit domain 1.
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In order to get a better view of regions associated with a given code to

the future, we show as an example on Fig.18 the pattern of the Poincaré

map for codes of length three. This figure is deduced from Fig.l6-a by

time-reversal. Here again, notice that the succession of codes in the surface

of section obeys a simple law.

One can observe from this figure that all the domains of codes D k,i...

extend exactly in the horizontal direction in the two other exit domains

than kj. This property actually holds for any finite code, as we shall see in

the next section. It constitutes the last step to prove the existence of all

finite codes. Indeed, consider for instance the region !?«.£(&_(„_!)... [Tj). It

extends between the vertical lines <p{ = O ~ 2-n and <pt — 2?r/3, i.e. crosses

horizontally the whole domain 2 U 3, and therefore intersects all domains

of the map having a code to the past ending by the letters 2 or 3. As can

be seen from Eq.(3.12-a), this is a sufficient condition for all finite mixed

codes to correspond to a non-zero measure of orbits. Using Eq.(3.12-a),

it is now possible to show the network formed by the surface of section

divided into regions corresponding to finite mixed codes. An example is

shown on Figs 19-a and 19-b, which can be deduced from Figs 16-a and

18. \s one increases the length of the code by one unit, the number of

regions is multiplied by a factor of two. This statement implicitly contains

the assumption that each of the new frontiers appearing at step n generates

two new frontiers at step (n + 1).

At this stage, two tasks remain to be accomplished:
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i) Checking the existence of the coding requires the proof that, in the

limit of doubly infinite codes, the corresponding region in the surface

of section is non-empty. The derivation of this result is very simple,

and will be presented in the next section.

ii) Showing the uniqueness of the coding is equivalent to demonstrate

that only one point of the Poincaré map is associated to a given

doubly infinite word, for all possible words. It can be shown that an

infinite code to the future fixes <pf, whereas an infinite code to the

past fixes <fn. Therefore any doubly infinite code is associated with

one pair (<£>•,£>/)> which is the condition of uniqueness. A rigorous

proof will be given in section (4.3). However one can already give a

heuristic argument exhibiting one physical origin of the uniqueness,

which is the mixing property of the motion in the billiard. Indeed if

one consider a given code to the future w* and its associated region

R(wf), the definition of our coding implies that for any integer n,

TnR(wf) is totally included in one of the exit region 1, 2 or 3. On

the other hand, since the billiard is mixing, one may consider that as n

goes to infinity, the points of TnR(wf) have to be equally distributed

(in measure) in each of these three regions. These two conditions can

only be fulfilled if R ( w f ) is of zero measure. This argument can be

developed as an actual proof of uniqueness in the case of compact

billiard (as will be shown in [5] ). However the fact that the surface

of section of a non-compact billiard is of infinite area does not allow
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to make this argument rigorous here.
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4 Coding a polygon

So far, we have considered a triangular billiard. This section contains the

generalization of the coding procedure to billiards in W-sided polygons with

all vertices at infinity, together with the justification of results enunciated

in Sect.3, leading to the demonstration of existence and uniqueness of the

coding.

4.1 Preliminary remarks

Definition of the billiard-The bounce mapping

The billiard is completely defined by the polar angles (O < ao < QU <

... < ajv_i < 27r) of the vertices on the boundary of the Poincaré disk.

The side n°k lies between ak-i and ak
 3 (see Fig.20). It will be assumed in

Sect.4-3 that the center of the disk lies inside the billiard; such an hypothesis

does not induce any loss of generality on the properties of the coding.

Indeed, one can always transform any billiard by a boost such that the

center of the disk becomes interior to the new billiard. Boosts preserve the

laws of reflection on the boundary, thus they transform a trajectory in the

original billiard into a trajectory in its image; since boosts are bijections

(the inverse of a boost BT in a given direction is the boost B^T acting in

the same direction), the coding is unaffected.

3In the following, k = O and k = N will be identified.
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Let us associate with each side n°k the angle

A = "^2
+ ak (4.1)

together with the number rk denned by

erk = cot( ——^i) . (4.2)

By virtue of Eq.(2.6), TJ, is the rapidity of the boost, in the direction of

polar angle /?& , transforming a diameter into the geodesic denning the side

n°k. The expression of the bounce mapping, generalizing Eqs.(2.9)-(2.10),

reads, for trajectories hitting the side

~ ^ _2n t . ( \ IA->\) = e 2r* cot(——) (4.3)

and

M' = — Me2T*sin2(— )[l -f J~4T*cot2(— )] — sinh 2rt sinta, — 0k) •
2 2

In the following, it will be made use of the notation

<p' = fk(<p) (4-4)

where the function /Jt is denned by Eq.(4.3).

Exit and entry domains

In what follows, we shall work in the ((pi, £>/)-representation, though we

mention the main results also in the (ip,-,M) variables. As seen in Sect.3-1,
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the accessible domain in the fa, <p/)-plane is the square [0,27rj x [0,27rj

minus the union UtLi[«*-i,ufc] x [ak-i,ak\.

Since the angles O and 2?r should be identified, the square [0,27r] X [0,2îr]

should be viewed as a torus.

From the definitions given in Sect.3-1, it follows that the exit domain

of side n°k is the part of the accessible domain D denned by

<Pi G [ak-i,ak\ . (4.5-a)

It follows from the definition of D that

<pf e [a fc,o fc_i] . (4.5-6)

4 The entry domain of side k is obtained by exchanging the roles of <pi and

ipf in Eqs.(4-5) :

Vi € [a t,afc_i] . (4.6-a)

<pfe[ak-ltak\. (4.6-6)

The intersection of the exit domain nf side i with the entry domain of side

j consists in points associated with trajectories bouncing at the present on

side i, and going towards side j, as shown on Fig.21.

Going from the (<£>j,v?/)-representation to the (v^, M)-one, we notice

that a curve of equation <p/ = c in the (<pi,<pf)-p\ane transforms into a

4We denote by [<*„,, an] the interval of angles encountered by running anticlockwise from

am to Ctn. Since a^-i < a/t, the interval defined by Eq.(4.5-b)is thus the complementary

of the interval defined by Eq.(4.5-a).
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curve of equation M = cot(£-^ei) in the (<pi,M)-plane; thus the image of

the curves ip/ — a/, are the curves Ck of equation M = cot(at~l('i), having

the lines (pi = a^ as asymptotes. This leads, for the exit domain of side k:

(pi € [ak-i,ak] (4.7-o)

and

M e [cot(Q!fc-1
2~

y:)t),cot(^gi)l , (4.7 - 6)

whereas the entry domain of side k is defined by

Vi & [a^ak-i] (4.8)

and

M € [cot( -)>cot( -)] . (4-9)

4.2 Finite codes

The notation used in the following for various kinds of codes is defined

by Eqs.(3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), where the ensemble X is now the set X =

(1,2,..., N}. Since no confusion is possible, we shall denote by T the

bounce mapping acting in the (<pi, £>/)-plane as well as in the (^i,M)-plane,

Codes to the past

Proposition

Let wn be a code to the past of length n : wn = &_(„_!) . . . A;0 . The

region K.(wn] is defined by

P/€[0^,0^-1], (4.10)
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corresponding with

I V (\ / ' \ n / J ' V " /

and

with

«*„-! < Pw(w") < P»up(wn) < afc(1 , (4.13)

where the portions of vertical lines Pi = Pw(wn) and <pt = p,up(wn) bound-

ing K.(wn) are parts of the images by the application Tn-1 of the vertical

lines ipf = O!fc_ (n_1)_i or <pi = «*_,„_,,, frontiers of the exit domain of side

k-(n-l)-

Notice that it follows from this proposition that the region R(wn) is

non-empty and connected in both the ( p t , p f ) and (tpi,M)-representations.

From Eqs.(4.10) and (4.12), it is a rectangle in the (pi,£>/)-plane.

Demonstration

Let us first note that the proposition holds for n = I. Indeed in this

case WI = k0 , and the associated region R(WI) is merely the exit domain

of side ko- Thus (pf satisfies condition (4.10), as seen from Eq.(4.5-b).

The domain of <pSs is similarly given by Eq.(4.5-a), therefore Eq.(4.12) is

also satisfied, with the boundaries ^,^(t^i) = Q.ku-i and ^JUP(WI) = «t,,,

which define the lines T°{<p, = a.ku-i} and T°{<pi = «*„}, as stated in the

proposition.

We now suppose that the proposition is valid for all codes to the past

of length less or equal to n (n > 1). Let us consider the code (of length
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(n + I)) wn+i — k-.n ... fc_! k0 . Its corresponding region of the map can

be considered as

£(*_„...*_! k0 ) = TR.(k-n... k-i Ie0), (4.14)

by virtue of Eq.(3.10).

From Eq.(3.12-a), one can write

_„ . . .*_! ko) =

with wn = k_n... k-i . The region R(Ok0) is the entry domain of side

ko- Thus, in the (y^,^/^representation (see Eqs.(4-6)):

R(Ok0) = [a fc (,,afc,,_i] x [aku-i,aku] .

Now, wn is a word of length n. Therefore, the proposition can be applied,

leading to

R(wn) = £(fc_ n . . . A;,! ) = [<pin/(wn),(pmp(wn)\ x

where, from Eq.(4.13):

C [ftfc_,-l,0!fc_1l (4.15)

But, since fc_j 7^ k0 , it follows that

[«*_!-!, «*_,] C \akH,oikH-i\ (4.16)

and

C (4.17)
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From the inclusion relations (4.15) and (4.16) it results that the interval of

<pi's for R(wn) is included in the interval of <p^s for R(Dk0), and Eq.(4.17)

shows that the interval of <pf's for R(wn) contains the interval of <p/'s for

£(nA;o); therefore

R(k-.n...\k-! |fc0) = R.(wn) C\ R(Hk0) =

Notice that the region R (&_„. . .

(4.18)

fco) is included in the exit domain of

side k_i and in the entry domain of side ko, as required by the position of

the present in the corresponding code.

The result (4.18) for the (ipi,<pf)-p\ane is readily transcribed to the

(ipi,M)-plane: in that representation, the region R(k-n... k-i k0) con-

tains all points satisfying <pi € [<Pinf(wn),<P>up(wn)] which lie in between the

curves Ckn and Ckn-I (see Fig. 15).

We are now going to apply the time-shift operator T since we want

to construct the region defined by Eq.(4.14), image by T of the region

obtained in Eq.(4.18). The region £( fc_ n . . . /c_t fc0) is included in the

entry domain of side ko- We notice that the application T is continuous

inside each of the entry domains. Therefore, T R(k-n... k-i k0) is a

connected region, the frontiers of which are merely the images by T of the

frontiers of K. (k-n ... k-\ k0). Let us first consider the vertical boundaries

of the region (4.18). Since T transforms vertical lines into vertical lines (in

the (<£>,-, <£>/)-plane as well as in the (^,M)-plane), one can write:

: <pf = <pinf(wn)} C
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and

(where the function /*,„ is defined by Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4)), thus two frontiers

of £ (IUn+1) are vertical lines of the Poincaré section. Moreover, from the

recurrence hypothesis, {<pt = <pinf(wn)} and {<pi = <peup(u>n)} are parts of

the images by T1""1 of the vertical lines <pi = ak_n or <pt — ak_n-i. Therefore

the vertical frontiers of R(wn+i) are parts of the image by T" of the same

vertical lines.

To complete the proof, it remains to show (see Eqs.(4.10) and (4.18))

that

T{<pf = akn-i} C {<pf = ak,,-i}

T{<pf = aku} C {<pf = ak,,} ,

in other words that in the (y?i, ̂ ^-representation, the lines <p/ = ak are

globally invariant under T (this means that in the (y?i,M)-variables, the

image of a part of a curve Ck defined by Eq.(3.l) is a part of the same

curve Ck) • We first notice that points of the map lying on the line <p/ — ak

correspond to trajectories intersecting the frontier of the billiard on the

boundary of the Poincaré disk at the vertex <p/ = a*. Since the bounce

point is common to incident and reflected trajectories, one gets after the

bounce <p'( = ak or <p'j — ak. But (p\ is function of <pt, thus the first

possibility is excluded and we get ip'f = ak, which proves the statement.

The frontiers of R(wn+i) being known, it suffices to note that the operator

T transforms a part of the entry domain of side ko into a part of the exit
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domain of side ko to completely define R.(wn+i). Trivially, this insures that

Eq.(4.10) and Eq.(4.13) of the proposition are true.

Let us finally notice that the application T is discontinuous, thus not

univoquely defined at the vertices of the billiard, indeed, let us consider

a trajectory passing through a vertex, therefore satisfying <pf = a^. Three

cases have to be considered (see Fig.22):

i) the trajectory lies inside the billiard tpt e [ak+i,ak-i])-

In this case, it can be reflected by side k or side (k + 1) ; consequently

the angle tp'f can take two different values, one in the entry domain of

side k and the other one in the entry domain of side (k + 1)

ii) the angle ipt belongs to the interval [«*_!, a^] . The trajectory then

bounces on side (k + 1)

iii) conversely, if the initial angle <pi € [a*, afc+i] the trajectory is reflected

by side k.

In terms of the (<£>,-, M)-surface of section, cases ii) and iii) correspond

with parts of the curves Ck which are frontiers of the map, whereas case

i) is associated with the parts of the curves Ck which are frontiers of two

different entry domains. Let us illustrate these remarks by considering

Fig.ll. The part of C1 lying in the exit domain of side 1 is in the entry

domain of side 2 (case ii)); its image by T is a part of the same curve C\

lying in the exit domain of side 2 (see Figs.13 and 14-a). Similarly, the

part of C1 lying in the exit domain of side 2 is in the entry domain of side
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1 (case iii)); its image is a part of Ci lying in the exit domain of side 1.

The remaining part of C1 is common to the entry domains of sides 1 and

2, and is a line of discontinuity of the application T : it has two images by

T, both on Ci, one in the exit domain of side 1, the other one in the exit

domain of side 2 (case i)).

Codes to the future

Considering a region of the map associated with a given code to the past,

one can construct the region associated with the corresponding code to the

future by applying the time-reversal operator TR, as sated in Eq.(S.ll-a).

The operator TR merely exchanges the angles <pi and <p/. Therefore it

acts as a symmetry with respect to the lin« <f>i = <pf in the (<pi,<pf)-plane,

whereas it exchanges any curve M = cot (5^) with its asymptote <pi — c

in the (v?,, M)-plane and conversely. Therefore, the appHcation of TR to

the region R(1Wn) = k(kn • •. ki ) yields, in the (<pt,<pf)-plane :

P ( n L- L- \ — TV P (IK \K.\ LJKi ... KnI — J.pK.\Wnl , .
(4.20)

= {(<pi,<pf) e [a f c l ,a f c l_i] X (<pinf(wn),<p,up(wn)}} ,

where <£>,„/(«;„) and (pmp{wn) are defined in the proposition. In the ((pi, M)-

plane, this region is the domain extending between Q^1 and a/fe,_i for £>«,

and between the curves

**) and M = cOt(^K) " ̂ ) (4.21)
2

for M. This region therefore extends along all the exit domains, except the

one of side ki (see e.g.Fig.18).
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Mixed codes

Regions associated with mixed codes are readily constructed from the

preceding results. Indeed

ko_\ki ... kn) - n

Denning

and

Wn = kn...

and taking into account the condition fco ̂  fcj, one gets, in the (<{>i,

representation

(4.22)

which is clearly non-empty and connected. In the (^>,-,M)-plane, the region

corresponding to Eq.(4.22) extends between the curves of equations (4.21)

for <pi e [vinf (w'm),<p,ul, (w'm)} (see Figs. 19).

4.3 Infinite codes

At this point, one knows that to any finite code corresponds a simply

connected non empty region of the Poincaré section. It remains however to

prove that in the limiting process in which the length of the code goes to

infinity in both directions, this region shrinks to define one and only one

point in the Poincaré section.
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Existence

Considering a given doubly infinite word

w = .*_,

one can write JfZ (w) as

R(W) = R(k-«,... • • -k+oo)

(4.23)

(4.24)

where w^ and W^n are the finite codes to the future of length n and to the

past of length m:
7.1/ — pi If. Ifwn-0kl...kn (4_25)

Recall that the regions £(1/;^) or R(W^) have been defined as closed

sets, i.e contain their frontiers. As the codes defined by Eq.(4.25) are

of finite size, they respectively correspond, in the (^,^>/)-representation,

to rectangles such as (4.18) and (4.20). The intersection of a decreasing

sequence of non empty closed intervals being a non empty-closed interval,

one can write

,*w(utf)l = [V^2] , (4.26 - a)
n=l

(4.26 - 6)
m=l

and

-i x

i-i < ^i < ^2 <
(4.27 - a)
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Hm=I-R(^) = [ X l > X 2 ] X K.Ofc,,-!)

(«*„-! < Xl < X2 < OCk11) .

(4.27 - 6)

Thus, since k0 ^ ki, R(W) is non empty and can be written as

R(W) = [xi iXz] X [01,^2J > (4.28)

which proves the existence.

Uniqueness

What remains to demonstrate is that, in fact:

Xl = *2 (4.29)
and r/'i = V'z

which means that <pf(w) (= ^i = ^2) is entirely determined by the code to

the future

wf = D kik2... fc+oo (4.30 - a)

and that <pi(w) (= Xi = X2) is entirely determined by the code to the past

r~! (4.30 - 6)

Let us consider for example, the infinite code to the future wf. We shall

see that if two points in the Poincaré section correspond to this code and

have different <p/'s, they have to diverge indefinitely one from each other

as the map T is successively applied.
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Thus, let us look at successive images of two points

(4.31)
P = (&,

such that \<pf — <f>f\ = 6 > O. We call <pf and <py' the angles defined by

" (,.32)
T-(P) =(.,4"').

As both P and P admit the same code to the future w* , we know

that at each step, T" (P) and T"*(P) are bouncing on the same side of the

billiard. Moreover,
(n) t I (n-l)\

>

where kn is the n"1 letter of w? and /̂ 11 is defined by Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4).

Thus,

|pW -^"'I = I /jfJ'/LM^i- (4-34)

Since

is always negative, Eq(4.34) can be written as

(4-35)
•I vt

In the following, we leave out the 0kn 's, whose effect is only a rotation. As

we shall see, proving the divergence of T"(P) and T"(P) requires to know

the region of <p/'s for which

> 1 - (4-36)
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Condition Eq.(4.36) can be written as

(1 - e-
2Tt»)(e-2Tfc" cot2 VL - i) > o . (4.37)

If we suppose the center of the Poincaré disk to be inside the billiard

(a situation which can always be reached through a boost, that does not

change the coding properties), all the T^ are positive (cf Eq.(2.6)) and

Eq. (4.37) is equivalent to

|tan^|<e-T* (4.38)
2

Moreover, 1/Jtn(1P/)! = 1 if and only if |tan(y?//2)| = e~T*, i.e for the angles

corresponding to the vertices of the side kn (see Fig.23).

Thus, the function /*„ maps [«&„-!,«*:„] into [afcn, C^n-J ] with an abso-

lute value of its derivative strictly greater than one inside }akn-i,<Xka\ but

equal to one on the boundaries of the interval 5. Using Eq. (4.35), this at

least insures

|<4n )-eSrn ) |>« (4-39)

for any integer n. Notice that there is no ambiguity in the differences of

angles since they both belong to the same interval [afcn ,atn_i].

Then, introducing the constants cg(j) such that

inf ..,.1/1(P)I, (4-40)
,ay- 6/2}

6Were \{'k\ > A > 1 in its whole domain of definition, this would merely traduce the

hyperbolicity of the bounce mapping. Here, since \f'k\ can be as close from 1 as one

wishes, the system admits only a kind of weak hyperbolicity, which in practice suffices to

insure the uniqueness of the coding whenever the connexity of the regions corresponding

to finite codes is acquired.
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we know thai Ce(J) > O for each j e {1, ...,JV), and thus that

cs = inf (Ct(J)) > O . (4.41)
J — 1,...,JV

Provided 6 is smaller than | inf ;- (OLJ — a;-_i), at least a length 6/2 of the

range of integration of the integral Eq.(4.35) is distant of at least S /2 from

any vertex. Thus a straightforward handling of Eq. (4. 35) leads to

\^-^\ >i*jr»-»>r>i + i« ,442)
> i e y > - p y > > i + n fe , .

As n goes to infinity, the term n(6/2)c( will eventually become larger

than any of the (Q^- — aj_i)'s, which makes it impossible for the two trajec-

tories to bounce on the same side of the billiard. Therefore, the codes to

the future associated with P and P have to diverge after some time when

their coordinates <p/ and £>/ are distinct, which is in contradiction with

the starting hypothesis. Using the time-reversal operator, one sees that in

the same way two trajectories with the same code to the past have equal

<pi coordinates. Thus, the doubly infinite word w define a unique couple

(<Pi,<Pf) (or (<£>,-, M)).

Frontiers of finite codes

Before concluding with the one to one property of the coding, we shall

be a little more careful when the point P = (pi(wp},(pf(wi}} we end with

is located on the boundary between two finite codes. Turning now to the

code to the past wp we have seen that there exists one and only one <pt
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defined by the left part of Eq.(4.26-b). However, there still remains the

question of what would have happened if the closed intervals were replaced

by open ones in this expression. Since

one should end either with {<pi(wp)} or with the empty ensemble. In this

latter case, there exists a smallest n such that

£>,• K) =£>,•„, K) (4.44 -a)

or ^K)=VwK)- (4.44-6)

(Moreover, since <p»^K) increases with n and (pmp(w%) decreases with

n, Eq.(4.44-a) or Eq.(4.44-b) is true for any n greater than n). Thus

(tpi(wp),<pf(wf)) belongs to the boundary between R(W^) and some R(W"^)

where u>'£ is a code to the past of same length as wp
h. Since P belongs both

to R(W^) and R(W"^), there is some indétermination in its code. One knows

however, from the proposition of Sect.4.2, that such a point is the image

by Tn~l of a point lying on some line (ipt = ctj). P therefore corresponds

to a trajectory which has started from some vertex j , (n — 1) bounces ago,

and one can be convinced that the code wp must be one of the two

• J(J + I)J(J + I)J(J + l)fc-(n-2) |fco I (4-45 - a)
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or ...... (y + I)J(J + I)J(J + 1) J fc-(fi- j) ...... ' (4.45 - 6)

To obtain a real one to one mapping between the codes and the Poincaré

section, one should therefore consider the infinite alternation (here to the

past but the same result holds for the words directed towards the future)

of two successive letters as equivalent whatever may be the letter which

started it. This can be symbolized by introducing a set of N new letters

{|1|,|2|,...,|AT|} and by writing Eqs.(4.45-a) and (4.45-b) as

(4.45 - c)

The next subsection will introduce a very natural way to understand

this equivalence. In any case however, there is a trivial injection from the

codes to the past starting from a vertex and the decimal numbers written

in base N :

u.m (4.46)

where

The ip^s which correspond to such codes thus form a countable zero measure

subset of [0, 2?r] .
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Stable and unstable manifolds

Let us now consider a typical point P = (tp\ ,<f>f ) of the Poincaré

section. Denoting by <p\ ' and tpy the angles such that

r*P = (<pj*Uj*>), (4.47)

we already know that, for k > O, <pf Ms only a function of (pf and not of

<p\ \ (since, as soon as the side on which the trajectory bounces is known,

<f>\ + ' just depends on <pf and <py+ ' on <pf ; moreover ipj entirely de-

termines the side on which the trajectory is going to bounce). In the same

way, tp\ ' depends only on £>,'°' for A; < O.

Thus, two points P = (v?|0),<P/0)) and P = (ë|0),ë/0)) w«th <P(? = <P(f]

indefinitely remain on the same horizontal line (in the (<pi, v?/)-plane) as

the mapping T is successively applied. Yet, there is more to be observed.

Since <py ' — <pf , the doubly infinite codes w and w associated to P

and P have the same future. As T is successively applied, the codes w^

and W^ associated to TkP and TkP (k > O) are equal to okw and okw

(where a has been introduced in Eq.(3.6)). Consistent with <pj = <f>f ,

these codes keep having identical futures. But moreover, the past sides of

W^ and w^ do correspond for the first fe terms. Eq.(4.42) transposed to

initial angles <pt reads

i (o) ~(°)i \ i (*) "( fc) , I ^\v>i -<P\ \ > m -<p\ +^2C* '
where 6 = \<p\ — (p\ '\. This equation leads to

c,S < ̂ ^J^ = ïp . (4.48)
K k
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Since eg is a positive number which depends continuously on 6 and is equal

to zero only when 6 = 0, this implies that

lim|EJfc)-^I = O . (4.49)
fc—+00

In that sense, TkP and TkP tend towards each other as k goes to infinity.

The set of P which have same <p/ as P is thus a part of the stable manifold

originating from P. In the same way, the set of P' which have same £>,

as P constitutes the unstable manifold originating from P, since using the

time-reversal operator, TkP and ThP' tend towards each other when k goes

to minus infinity.

We would like to stress that this result is quite general and is not re-

stricted to the particular systems studied here. For any mapping T from

some space At onto itself, if one can find a coding of the point of M such

that:

i) the coding is unique (the 'existence' of the coding, in the sense defined

in section 3 is not necessary)

ii) the mapping T is associated, in the codes space, to the left shift 0,

then, provided the function associating any allowed code to the corre-

sponding trajectory is continuous, an argument similar to the one we used

will imply that the points with the same infinite code to the future as one

point P, belong to the stable manifold originating from P, and that the

points with same code to the past belong to its unstable manifold.
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As stressed above, one major ingredient for the uniqueness of the coding

is that regions associated to finite code are connected. From the preceding

remark, one may see how this property occurs for the systems under study:

it is merely the consequence of the fact that in a given exit region, the

connected component of the stable and unstable manifolds of any point P

intersect only once, at P.

4.4 Associating a real number to a code

Let us now come back to a remark we made in section 3 about the suc-

cession of codes in the Poincaré map, and make it more explicit. Looking

at Fig.lG.a, which shows the succession of the finite codes to the past of

length three for the regular triangle, one observes the following. As <pi in-

creases, at each crossing of a region's boundary, the left number rises by

one unit. Then, each time the new value obtained becomes equal to the

previous value of the middle number, this last one decreases by one unit.

Once again, when the middle number reaches the value of the right one,

the surrounded number increases. This suggests that, for the succession

of codes to the past of any length, the letters on the j'th place (starting

from the right) should increase with ipi when j is odd and decrease when

j is even, which is confirmed by Fig.lG.b. Actually, such a behaviour in

the succession of the codes holds for any of the biniards considered here.

It simply reflects the negative slope of the functions /& we have introduced

in Eq.(4.4), and thus the fact that the reflection onto any geodesic in the
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Poincaré disk is an orientation-reversing transformation. To avoid a repet-

itive use of the time-reversal operator, we are going to work on the codes

to the future (and thus the tpf angle), keeping in mind that at each step,

the time-reversal operator leads to an equivalent result for the codes to the

past and <p,-. We shall make the demonstration for a general billiard.

One may consider, for any code of length n to the future

wn = D /Ci . . . kn (4.50)

the associated interval <p/ € [<p^ (wnj,^^^,,)].

Any such <pf then admits the code of length (n + 1)

D ATI . . . knk (4.51)

if and only if

Now, since each of the fk are decreasing functions,

(4.53).
d<pf

Moreover, the proposition of Sect. 4. 2 implies that any point of the

Poincaré section which admits (p,up(wn) or ¥?,»/(«>«) as £>/, will end into

one of the two vertices a.kn or <Xkn-i after n bounces. Therefore, FWn is a

function which maps the interval \pini(wn}^(psup(wn}\ into [afc, , ,afc, ,_i] and

is evenly increasing or evenly decreasing depending on whether n is even

or odd. In the first case, for example, when <pf goes from <pmf(wn) to
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<Pmp («>„), FWn(pf) successively encounters the intervals [ajfen,afcn+1], Ja4n+1,
a*n+2], etc ..... and ends into [afcn_2)o: f cn_i]. The succession of the (n+l)'th

letter k of the code associated to <p/ is therefore the lexicographic order.

For odd n (and thus even (n + I)), the same argument leads tc the inverse

lexicographic order for k.

To complete the proof, it remains to show that the result also holds

when ipf crosses the boundaries of the code Wn. For this purpose, we shall

admit that the succession of the letters is as previously stated, for all the

the codes with length smaller or equal to n (which is obviously true when

n = 1). Thus, if <p/ becomes greater than <p,ap(wn), the next code of length

n encountered is

w'n = D f c i . ..... kn..i(kn-l] if n is even
(4.54)

w'n = Oki ...... kn-i (kn + 1) if n is odd .

In the first case, the same argument as that given for wn says the fol-

lowing: as <pf goes from W («;{,) (= <p,ttf(wn)) to <p,up(w'n), the (n + l)'th

letter of the code corresponding to £>/ increases by unit steps from kn to

kn — 2 (i.e: (kn + N — 2)). Therefore, when <p/ crosses <psup («;„), k goes from

kn — 1 to kn and thus increases by one unit. Since the same argumentation

can be applied for odd n as well as for the lower bound <pi^(wn) of Wn, the

enunciated rule for the succession of the codes holds by recurrence.

To get a better understanding of what happens when <p/ crosses the

boundary of Wn, one may also remind that trajectories ending in the vertex
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OLj (i — kn - 1 or kn) have codes to the future

Dfci ...... kn-i\j\ (4.55)

where |j| stands for the two equivalent successions of j ( j + 1)

1J ...... (4-56 - a)
and

O- + I)J-O- + i)j'0' + i)j ...... . (4-56 - b)
Eq.(4.56-a) being the limit of the code obtained on one side and Eq.(4.56-b)

the limit obtained on the other side. Thus, when <pf crosses the boundaries

of the code «;„, letters above level n follow a specific pattern, as every two

letters rise by one unit whereas the other letters decrease by a unit.

This simple succession of the codes allows us to associate to each infinite

code to the future a real number r in [O, N] , which we shall define in such

a way that the function r(<pf) is reasonably simple. To proceed in the

construction of r, let us turn back to the example of a triangular billiard.

The general case just involves heavier notation, but does not lead to any

actual modification.

Considering any infinite code to the future

" " ...... (4.57)
(ki = 1,2 or 3)

we shall make three successive transformations. In doing the first one, we

emphasize that, because of the grammar rule the coding is binary rather
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than ternary. For a trajectory emerging from a given side j, we may say

that it chooses the right issue if it goes toward the side j + 1 and the left

issue if it goes toward the side j — 1. For any code such as w, if a letter

k«-i (t € N) is known, the knowledge of k< is equivalent to that of the issue

taken to go from k«_i to k«. Thus, one may replace each letter kj (j > O)

by a symbol R (right issue) if kj = kj_i +1 or L (left issue) if kj = kj_i — 1,

the letter ki remaining unchanged. For instance, if

w = D 3212132 ... (4.58 - a)

one gets

w -n, = 3 LLRLLL... (4.58 - 6)

In a second step, we shall implement the different behaviours of the

letters with odd or even rank. Considering a letter in j'th position in the

word v, we will replace an R by a O and an L by a 1 if j is odd, and an R

by a 1 and an L by a O if j is even. In the previous example, one obtains

v -> u = 3 011101... (4.58 - c)

Then, r is given by

r = J + .m (4.59)

where J = kj — 1, and .m is the real number in [0,1] obtained by reading

the succession of one and zero in base two. Going on with our example,

one ends with

r = 2+ .011101... . (4.58 -d)
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When <pf goes from CKQ to «o + 2?r, one can check that each crossing

of a <£>Sup(wn) (whatever may be the code to the future wn of length n)

corresponds to increment by one unit the (£ — l)'th digit of the r mantissa.

Since r(<pf) is obviously one to one from [a0,ao + 2?r] onto [0,3], it is thus

a continuous evenly increasing function.

For a JV-sided billiard, the same successive transformations allow to

associate to each code to the future a real number r in [O, JV] in the same

way as Eq.(4.59), where J is an integer taken in {0, 1, ...., N - 1} and .m is

written in base N — 1. In the same way, the function r(<pf) is continuous and

evenly increasing. Fascinating properties of a function resembling r(<p/) are

described in [8].

One may then enlighten the characteristics of some particular codes by

looking at the real numbers they are associated with. For instance, one

knows that the <pf corresponding to the transition between the two finite

codes to the future

D A * . . . . ft»- 1 J (4-60)

and

D ̂ ....AB-I(J + !)

admits the two different infinite codes to the future.

i). . . (4-61)

and

D *i.... *B-i(y
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The value of r(<p/) comes therefore as

r = (fci - 1) + .OXa2OSa4 . . . an_26
(4.62)

or r = (A1 - 1) + . O1O2C3O4... an_2 (6- I)(W -2)(N -2)...

(where .O1 ... is written in base N — 1) which gives the same final result.

Thus, although the code associated with <p/ is ambiguous, the function

r((f>f) is perfectly defined.

Another point concerns the characterization of closed trajectories. For

any point (£>«,£>/) (or (ipi,M)) in the Poincaré section, associated with a

doubly infinite code w, if w is periodic with period u (u € N) one has

ff«(tt,) = w => T(Vi, Vj) = fa, v>f) (4.63)

because of the uniqueness of the coding (the existence of the coding plays

no role here). Thus the point (vt,Vf) corresponds to a closed trajectory.

The reciprocal statement being obvious, this actually shows that the closed

trajectories are characterised by the fact that their associated code are pe-

riodic (with same periodicity as the trajectory). Notice that this naturally

leads to the fact that closed trajectories are dense in the Poincaré section

D. Indeed, for any point (tp^,ip°f) corresponding to the code

W = K-C •fc+oo (4-64)

and for any neighbourhood U of (v®,V°/)i there exists (because of the

uniqueness of the coding) two integers m and n such that

R(k-m...[ko_\...kn)cU . (4.65)
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Consequently any point associated with an infinite code containing the

sequence k-m... AO ... kn belongs to U, and in particular the point (<p,,

which is associated with the infinite repetition of this sequence.

The mantissae of the real numbers associated to both the codes to the

future and to the past of a closed trajectory are therefore the repetition of a

finite sequence of numbers in base N ~ 1 (but with no need to have the same

periodicity). These mantissae are thus rational numbers with preperiod of

length zero in base N-I] that is : .rn — r/s ((r, s) € N x N, r < s) where

5 and N-I are coprime.

For every such tp/ (<pi) there exists a (obviously unique) <pi(<pf) (which

satisfies the same property) such that the point (<pi,<p/) corresponds to

some closed trajectory. Since r((p) is continuous the density of such <p's in

[0,27r] may be regarded as a simple consequence of the density in [O, l] of

rational numbers with preperiod of length zero in base N-I.
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5 Concluding remarks

A simple coding of the trajectories has been obtained for a AT-sided polygo-

nal billiard on a surface of constant negative curvature with all its vertices

on the boundary of the Poincaré disk. The alphabet is the set of labels

X = {1,2,...,AT} of the sides of the billiard, and the code associated

to each trajectory is merely the enumeration of the sides it successively

bounces on. Each doubly infinite code is univoquely associated with a

trajectory, provided the words satisfy simple 'grammar rules' . The first

condition is that any word containing the successive repetition of the same

letter in any place is forbidden. The second rule is as follows: whenever

a trajectory ends (or starts) its history by bouncing an infinite number of

times between two adjacent sides j and j + 1, the two codes obtained one

from the other by exchanging the labels j and j +1 in the infinite repetition

of these two labels must define the same word.

A point P of the Poincaré surface of section defines both a geodesic

starting at a polar angle £>< and ending at a polar angle <pf, and a trajec-

tory in the billiard bouncing at the present on the exit domain containing

the point P. The future of the code of such a trajectory completely deter-

mines the angle ipf, whereas its past determines the angle <pt. As a natural

property of the coding, one gets a one to one correspondence between pe-

riodic orbits and periodic codes, the period of the code being equal to the

period of the closed orbit in the bounce mapping.

The actual origin of the existence of a trajectory associated to any word
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is the invariance, under the bounce-mapping T, of the curves Ck describing

the geodesies which end in the k'th vertex of the billiard. The 'existence'

of the coding appears therefore as a rather exceptional feature intimately

related to the peculiar billiards under study. However, existence of the

coding for a class of compact billiards can be shown,with an improvement

of the grammar rule [5]. On the other hand the uniqueness of the trajectory

associated with a given word comes in a more generic manner. It is related

to the hyperbolic-like property of the bounce mapping, and to the simple

way the stable and unstable manifolds (in the weak sense used in Sec.4.3)

foliate the parts of the Poincaré section used to define the coding. Notice

that, because of the existence of vertices located on the boundary of the

Poincaré disk, the bounce-mappings defined by the billiards considered here

are not, strictly speaking, hyperbolic mappings. This however has only

some technical consequences, and does not undergo any modification in

the physical results and interpretations. It should be possible to define a

coding similar to the one proposed in this paper and which would verify

the 'uniqueness' for a wider class of hyperbolic billiards.

Compared to those based on Markov-partition technics (for an intro-

duction see [9]) the coding defined here does not offer the same kind of

theoretical interest for the general study of the chaotic behaviour of a clas-

sical system. In the present case the alphabet is explicit and the link

between words and trajectories is more direct and physical, thus the coding

may serve as a practical tool, useful in solving specific problems. Point

of particular interest is that the closed trajectories are now known to play
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a fundamental role in the behaviour of quantum systems whose classical

analogues are strongly chaotic. This relationship, expressed through the

Gutzwiller or the Selberg trace formulae, may be much more easily under-

stood with a direct handling of closed trajectories. Because of the great

simplicity of the coding obtained, the particular class of billiard considered

in this paper may represent a good candidate for an actual semi-classical

quantization since, although the billiard is non compact, the quantum spec-

trum is discrete if the Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed [1O]. In

this process, the simple succession of the words described in Sec.4.4 can be

used to construct simple numerical algorithm to actually obtain the closed

orbits. As shown in [l], possessing a coding is a crucial benefit in view of a

quantization.

Coding, close from the one we obtain, are already known [3-4] for

geodesic motion on surfaces of constant negative curvature. These sur-

faces are constructed from the fundamental domain (for instance in the

Poincaré disk) of a discrete group of orientation-preserving isometries, the

sides of the domain being identified through the generators of the group.

The great simplicity of our coding obviously holds because of the existence

of an underlying equivalent group structure (of orientation-reversing isome-

trics). However, because no explicit use of the group structure is made here,

the method proposed in this paper may be handled as a promising tool for

the study of chaotic systems which are not related to any discrete group,

such as billiards in the Poincaré disk which do not tessellate by reflection,

or Euclidean chaotic billiards. We finally would like to emphasize another
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advantage of the procedure, which lies in its mathematical transparence.
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Figure captions

Fig.l - Examples of geodesies in the Poincaré disk.

Fig.2 - Two geodesies intersecting at angle 6.

Fig.3 - Definition of the variables £>• and tpf associated with a geodesic, and

geometrical interpretation of the " angular momentum" M.

Fig.4 - Geodesic transformed of the vertical diameter by the horizontal

boost BTu. The relation between the rapidity TQ and the angle u; is

given in Eq. (2.6).

Fig.5 - A geodesic characterized by the angles (Oi, Of) bouncing on the ver-

tical diameter is transformed into a new geodesic defined by (0J-, 6'f).

The angles ^,0J and Of,0'f satisfy Eq.(2.7).

Fig.6 - The regular triangle, with the convention used in the text for the

labels of its sides.

Fig.7 - Any geodesic triangle ABC (Fig.7-a) can be transformed into the

regular triangle A"B"C" (Fig.7-d) by a succession of three boosts.

Fig.8 - Four geodesies intersecting the first side of the triangular billiard,

starting from the same (pi. The two curves ending at <pj and <pf

are limiting trajectories : the accessible domain for <p/ is the interval
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Fig.9-a - Accessible domain of the surface of section in the (<pi, M)-variables,

bounded by the curves Ck- Exit domains of each side of the triangular

billiard are also shown.

Fig.9-b - Same as Fig.9-a, in the (v?ti V3/) variables, with the entry domains

of each side.

Fig.10 - Two limiting trajectories starting from side 1 and ending at the

intersection of sides 2 and B.

Fig.ll - Regions of the surface of section associated with trajectories i —>• j

going from side i to side j (i ̂  j, t , j = 1,2,3).

Fig.l2-a - Exit and entry domains of side 1 in the (<p,\, M)-plane.

Fig.l2-b - Same as Fig.l2-a, in the (<pf,£>/)-plane.

Fig.13 - The exit domain of side 1, divided into regions 1 —> 2 and 1 —> 3

belonging to the entry domains of sides 2 and 3 respectively.

Fig.l4-a - Images by the map T of the two regions shown on Fig.13. T(I —» i)

lies in the exit domain of side i.

Fig.l4-b - Same as Figs.13 and 14-a in the (<£>j,ipj)-representation.

Fig.15 - Four regions associated with mixed codes of length three. The letter

of the present is the label of the exit domain.

Fig.l6-a - The (<p,,M)-plane divided into regions associated with all possible

codes to the past of length three.
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Fig.l6-b - Same as Fig.l6-a, with codes of length four.

Fig.l7-a - The region associated with the code to the past 3JT] , together with

its transformed by the time-reversal operator JC(DlS) = TR K. (3JT]),

in the (<f>i, M)-plane. By the time-reversal operation, the vertical

boundaries of R. (3| 1 |) of equations £>, = c are transformed into the

curves COt(2^)5 and conversely the cot-curves are transformed into

their asymptotes.

Fig.l7-b - Same as Fig.l7-a, in the (ipj,ip/)-plane.

Fig.18 - The (<pi,M) surface of section foliated into regions associated with

a given code to the future of length three. This figure can be deduced

from Fig.l6-a by applying the time-reversal operator.

Fig.l9-a - The (^i, M) surface of section foliated into regions associated with

all mixed codes of length four, the present corresponding with the

second letter of each word.

Fig.l9-b - Same as Fig.l9-a, for the (<£>t, 9?/) surface of section.

Fig.20 - A general polygonal billiard with all vertices at infinity, defined by

their polar angles a.k- The definition of the angles flk can be found in

Fig.21 - Regions of the surface of section associated with trajectories going

from side i to side j for a polygonal billiard.
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Fig.22 - Trajectories ending at the vertex ipf = otk. Orbit i) can bounce

on side k or side k + 1. Orbit ii) bounces on side k + 1 . Orbit iii)

bounces on side k.

Fig.23 - Sign of — 1 according to the position of <£>f on the boundary of

the Poincare disk.
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